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FABRY-PEROT NTDERFERENCE FILTERS

Alr-spacad Fabry-Perot (FP) interferoueters allow one to discriminate

narrow-band, monochromatic, coherent radiation from wide-band, incoherent,

white light radiation. Used as filters they offer a number of advantages over

other interference filters. Foremost ts their tunability and high spectral

resolution. In addition they are simple, rugged, relatively imune to high

energy radiation, have large apertures, large throughputs, and tolerate large

angles of Incidence. Properly designed they have a contrast ratio of near 100

in discriminating laser radiation from white light sources.

In general a Fabry-Perot filter consists of a pair of flat, transparent

plates separated by a gap of width d. The plates are coated with reflection

coatings of reflectivity R on their insides, and with anti-reflection coatings

on their outsides. Radiation enters the FP through one plate and exits

through the other.

Such an interferometer will transmit coherent radiation of wavelength X0

at all places In the spectrum where
1

cos - X0  (1)

Bere n is the refractive index of the gas between the plates, S is the angle

of incidence of the Incoming radiation, and q - 1, 2, 3, 4 ... are the orders

of Interference. This equation shows that by changing d or n the filter can

be tuned to transmit the coherent radiation at I - X 0 . All other radiation,

which is either incoherent or Is coherent but does not coincide with the

resonances of the filter, is reflected back at the source. The FP filter

allows us, therefore, to discrminate white light sources from coherent
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sources as, for example, lasers. The proper use of the FP Interferometer is,

therefore, as a reflection filter that will reflect incoherent light and pass

coherent radiation.

The resonances of the various orders of the interferometer are separated

from each other in wavelength by the free spectral range of the interferoueter

(AW R giyen by, (for -0 n-i)

(AA)S A /q - X,2/2d (2)

Zach resonance has a bandwidth (FMIK) of ( 68)Bv depending on the reflectivity

R of the platesl:

A (I - i) A 210- 1)

q xw 1/2 112 (3)

These equations show that by making the plate separation d large, or what is

the same, by making the order of interference q large, many, very narrow

transmission resonances can be generated covering the transmission band of the

coatings of the interferometer. It is also seen that the bandwidth of the re-

sonances goes to zero as the reflectivity R of the coatings approaches 1. As

a ezample let R - 0.8, d - I ca, AO - 4 Is then (A)FSR - 8.0 z 10- 4 us and

64%)Bv - 5.7 z 10- 5 Ms. Typical laser lines (DF laser with '0 - 4 urn) have a

line width (laser nodes) of Ai!x - 5.3 x 10- 7 im with the modes covering a

wavelength region (DW Doppler line width) of ADL - 1.6 x 10- 5 um. It can be

seen that If the transmission of the VP filter could be made large at A - A0 a

large fraction of the laser radiation would pass the filter and would, there-

fore, be eliminated from the incoherent radiation reflected into the incoher-

ant detector.
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The contrast ratio C for discriminating incoherent from coherent radia-

tio in the light reflected from the FP filter will be defined as

C R (4)Rcoh

where Rcoh to the reflection coefficient of the FP for coherent radiation at A

- 1), the wavelength of the laser, and h nc Is the reflection coefficient for

incoherent radiation.

The transmission coefficient for coherent radiation at I X 0, the peak

of the PP transmission band, is i

A 2
Tcoh - (I - 1AR) (5)

so that the coherent reflection coefficient is given by

2
Icoh i T A (6)Rch- 1- = - - (6

Here A Is the absorption coefficient of the PP reflection coatings. For very

good dielectric coatings A - 2 x 10-3. 2

The reflection coefficient for incoherent, white light of a Tabry-Perot

of high reflectivity, i.e., when reflections from the second plate can be

neglected, Is simply Rinc - R. In the more general case, Including one

reflection from the second plate, It can be shown

Rinc "(l + (1 ) 2 ) (7)

so that finally



c - (1-+ (1= ) 2  (8)1- 11 - A(M - R)12

This function has a maximum for R - 0.40

0.54cml"I -(I - 1.67 A)2

which for A << I becomes approximately

Ca x , 0.163/A (10)

For A - 2 x 10- 3 the contrast ratio reaches a maximum of C.- 82, the

highest value achievable with good reflection coatings.

Assuming again a laser line at A0 - 4.0 iun, d - 1 cm, and optimum reflec-

tion coatings, one finds a free spectral range (AA)S - 2.42 x 10- 4 for this

contrast-optinized F] filter. The "DF-laser line" at 4 a would therefore be

adequately covered by this FP, and 99.3% of the Incident laser radiation would

pass the interferometer reflecting only 0.66%. At the same time 54% of the

incident incoherent radiation would be reflected by the FP.

To tune the VP to the laser line at A - A0 , it would be sufficient to

bring one of the many resonances into agreement with the laser wavelength,

i.e., the VP has to be tuned at moet by half a free spectral range. If this

tuning were done by changing the separation d between the plates, then d will

have to be changed by a distance Ad:

Ad a ' ----m 'A/4- 1 t at A0  4 Um

44
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which is easily accomplished with the aid of a piezo-electric transducer in

times of the order of 10 usec.

It has been suggested that a FP interferometer in the transmission mode

be used as a fast blocking shutter for a relatively wide-band detector filter

and that this could be achieved by making the plate separation d very small.-

To pass, e.g., a 0.4 ts band through a FP interferometer at 4 um the plate

separation d has to be

d - 6.4 z 10-4 (I-R)/RI/2cm

For all reasonable values of R - 0(1) d will be of the order of 10 lim, or of

the dimensions of unavoidable dirt on the plates. It will simply be impossi-

ble to move the plates so close to each other. A slight relaxation of this

condition can be achieved by using two interferometers in series that are

detuned with respect to each other so that their common transmission bandwidth

becomes twice that of a single FP. The improvement is only a factor of two at

best, achieved at the expense of a reduced incoherent transmission.

Much better discrimination in a transmission Fabry-Perot interferometer

filter can be obtained by using quarter-wave plate stacks.3 In this interfer-

ometer a number N of plates of index of refraction n and thickness t are sepa-

rated by air spaces of width d. The plates are not coated, which makes this

Interferometer largely immne to high power radiation. The thickness t of the

plates Is chosen such that nt - q A/4 where q - 1, 3, 5, ... Likewise, the

air spaces are adjusted to make the optical path d - q X/4. Interference of

coherent radiation takes place both inside the plates and inside the air

spaces, so that this FP is only marginally tunable. The interference inside

the plates and gaps is, however, now destructive, so that the stack is

5



transparent for incoherent radiation and blocks coherent laser radiation at

all frequencies where

I - 4an tlq

The transmission coefficient for coherent radiation at the peak of one of

the resonances is given by
3

2; 1 - n2 N 2

Tcoh I n 2N)
+ n

and for incoherent radiationI --1-,-
[ie1 fl1Tinc 1- n--.. 2

so that the contrast ratio C for discriminating coherent from incoherent

radiation in transmission is
C T int

Tcoh

Table I gives values of C and Tinc for a number of IR transmitting materials

as a function of the number N of plates in the stack.

Table 1. Contrast Ratio and Transmission of 1/4-Wave Stacks

Z7Se St Ge

n - 1.5 n.- 2.4 n - 3.5 n - 4.1

N C Tinc C Tinc C Tinc C Tinc

2 1.67 0.92 6.1 0.69 18.2 0.48 26.3 0.40

3 3.0 0.89 27.6 0.57 152 0.33 298 0.89

4 5.9 0.85 131 0.48 1290 0.23 3160 0.16

5 12.2 0.82 626 0.40 9000 0.16

6 25.8 0.78 2990 0.33

a 119 0.72 68500 0.23

10 553 0.67

6! -- I I i i i| i I



It is seen that very high rejection ratios can be obtained at relatively

high incoherent transmission. It is also obvious that a much larger number of

plates is required, if materials of low refractive index are used. However,

stacks of low index plates exhibit higher incoherent transmission coefficients

for the same contrast ratio and are, therefore, preferable from this point of

view.

The bandwidth of the rejection resonances of the filter is given by 3

41-l1 -n
41 sin-1(

(61)W "w(2N - 1)1+

and their separation, i.e., their free spectral range, by

X 2

-A)S 4nt

The free spectral range depends only on the thickness of the plates and

their refractive index, whereas the width of the reflection maximum decreases

with increasing number of plates. The bandwidth also decreases with decreas-

ing index of refraction n, as can be seen from Table 2, which lists relative

bandwidths for the materials of Table 1 and various stacks.

Table 2. Bandwidth ( 6 X/Xo)BW of 1/4-Wave Stacks

ZnSe Si Ge

N n-l.5 n-2.4 n-3.5 n-4 .1

2 0.086 0.18 0.25 0.28

3 0.051 0.11 0.15 0.17

4 0.037 0.077 0.11 0.12

5 0.029 0.060 0.082

6 0.024 0.049

8 0.017 0.036

10 0.014
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The expressions presented here tor the transmission of quarcer-vave

stacks as a function of wavelength apply only to the transmission at the

resonance peaks. There are a number of secondary resonances spaced between

the major peaks for which the coherent transmission is reduced but to a

smaller degree only. The full wavelength dependent transmission coefficient

of this type of IP has to be calculated from the complete interference theory.

It should also be stressed again that interferences, and therefore filter

rejection, occur only for radiation with a coherence length

tcoh ' (1) source/2w > t,d

where (AX)source is the line width of the source radiation. For white light
and any radiation for which Icoh << t,d no transmission or rejection maxima

.occur, and the transmission of the filter is uniform in wavelength over the

entire spectral transmission range of the materials used for its construc-

tion.
4
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LABORATORY OPERATIONS

The Laboratory Operations of The Aerospace Corporation is conducting exper-

iental and theoretical investigations necessary for the evaluation and applica-

tion of scientific advances to new military space systems. Versatility and

flexibility have been developed to a high degree by the laboratory personnel In

dealing vith the many problems encountered In the nation's rapidly developing

space systems. Expertise in the latest scientific developments Is vital to the

accomplishment of tasks related to these problems. The laboratories that con-

tribute to this research are:

Ics to: Launch vehicle and reentry aerodynamics and heat
transfer, prop 0sLo chemistry and fluid mechanics, structural mechanics, flight
dynamics; high-temperature thermomechanics, gas kinetics and radiation; research
in environmental chemistry and contamination; cv and pulsed chemical laser
development including chemical kinetics, spectroscopy, optical resonators and
beam pointing, atmospheric propagation, laser effects end countermeasures.

Chemistry and Physics Laboratory: Atmospheric chemical reactions, atmo-
spheric optics, light scattering, state-specific chemical reactlons and radla-
tion transport in rocket plumes, applied laser spectroscopy. laser chemistry,
battery electrochemistry, space vacuum and radiation effects on materials, lu-
bricatJon and surface phenomena, thermionlc mission, photosensitive materials
and detectors, atomic frequency standards, and bioenvironmental research and
monitoring.

Electronics Research Laboratory: Microelectronics, GaAs low-noise and
power devices, semiconductor lasers, electromagnetic and optical propagation
phenomena, quantum electronics, laser comunications, lidar, and electro-optics;
communication sciences, applied electronics, semiconductor crystal and device
physics, radiometric imaging; millimeter-wave and microwave technology.

Information Sciences Research Office: Progrem verification, program trans-
lation, performance-sensitive system design, distributed architectures for
spaceborne computers, fault-tolerant computer systema, artificial intelligence,
and microelectronics applications.

Materials Sciences Laboratory: Development of new materisle: metal matrix
composites, polymers, and new forms of carbon; component failure analysis and
reliability; fracture mechanics and stress corrosion; evaluation of materfals in
space environment; materials performance in space transportation systems; anal-
ysis of system vulnerability and survivability in enemy-induced environments.

Space Sciences Laboratory: Atmospheric and ionospheric physics, radiation
from the atmosphere, density and composition of the upper atmosphere, aurorae
and airglow; magnetospheric physics, cosmic rays, generation and propagation of
plasm waves in the magnetosphere; solar physics, infrared astronomy; the
effects of nuclear explosions, magnetic stom, and solar activity on the
earth's atmosphere, ionosphere, and magnetosphere; the effects of optical,
electromaSnetic, and particulate radiations In space on space systems.
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